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GREECE: GREECE: GREECE: GREECE: ECB TIGHTENS THE SCREWECB TIGHTENS THE SCREWECB TIGHTENS THE SCREWECB TIGHTENS THE SCREW    

A sA sA sA stark reminder from tark reminder from tark reminder from tark reminder from the the the the ECBECBECBECB: Greece’s financial system and economy could collapse within weeks if Greece 

turns down the lifeline thrown to it by Europe because the double-populist coalition in Athens rejects the strings 

attached. Any hopes of the new Greek government that the ECB might unilaterally buy it more time were dashed 

by the ECB yesterday removing the rating waiver for Greek collateral. However, although Greek banks were bor-

rowing €45bn from the ECB in official refinancing operations (November 2014),  the ECB’s decision does not af-

fect the immediate their liquidity situation for two reasons. (1) They can continue to use their investment grade 

collateral to borrow from the ECB. (2) To plug the remaining funding gap, other assets can be used to borrow 

from the Greek central bank’s emergency liquidity assistance facility (ELA), for which the ECB extended the au-

thorisation by two weeks until 18 February. However, the ECB does send a strong signal. Instead of the ECB, the 

Bank of Greece and thus the Greek taxpayer will now be the lender of last resort for banks and the authorisation 

to do this can be removed by the ECB with a two-thirds majority at any time. Concerns about the ELAs will rise 

within the ECB if the amounts borrowed rise sharply and if the Greek central bank’s borrowing from the ECB 

rises. Target 2 balances had already risen from €38bn to €49bn in November and December. This dependence on 

ECB approved ELAs is likely to weaken confidence in the Greek financial system further and could thus accelerate 

deposit outflows. 

 

TTTThe Greek negotiating positionhe Greek negotiating positionhe Greek negotiating positionhe Greek negotiating position    hashashashas    thus takethus takethus takethus takennnn    another severe blowanother severe blowanother severe blowanother severe blow ahead of the meeting of Greek finance 

minister Varoufakis with German finance minister Schäuble today. Not only will Greece need fresh Eurozone 

funding to fulfil its bond redemption obligations, it will also need a bail-out extension to safeguard its financial 

system. Such an extension requires approval of all Eurozone governments and, for example, in Germany parlia-

mentary ratification. Without a successful conclusion of the last bail-out review with the Troika, that will be diffi-

cult to get, to put it mildly. Schäuble is likely to highlight to Varoufakis that Greece cannot breach the conditions 

under which it received bail-out funds so far, which includes the labour reform and public sector lay-offs that 

Syriza now wants to reverse, and that there will be strings attached to any new money as well. Greece can hope 

for some face-saving compromises and modest adjustments at best, but not for a wholesale renegotiation of the 

adjustment programme. 

 

GERMANYGERMANYGERMANYGERMANY: DOM: DOM: DOM: DOMESTIC AND EUROZONE ORDERS STRENGTHEN IN Q4ESTIC AND EUROZONE ORDERS STRENGTHEN IN Q4ESTIC AND EUROZONE ORDERS STRENGTHEN IN Q4ESTIC AND EUROZONE ORDERS STRENGTHEN IN Q4    

Germany’s economy enjoyed a robust end to 2014, with cheap oil boosting consumption and the fading of the 

Putin factor, which had temporarily dented confidence, boosting business sentiment. The latest factory orders 

figure adds to the brightening picture. Overall orders rose by 4.2% mom in December, driven by a 5.7% increase in 

bulky capital goods orders. But even taking the quarterly average of orders, which adjusts somewhat for the 

month-to-month volatility, Q4 orders rose 1.8% qoq over Q3. This strong performance was driven by domestic 

orders (+1.7%) and the Eurozone orders (+4.6%), while non-Eurozone orders, which had been supportive in previ-

ous quarters, rose by only 0.5% qoq. That suggests increasing domestic momentum and weakening external de-

mand. However, the lower euro exchange rate and the continuing strong growth in important export markets like 

the UK and the US suggest that export growth will continue to make positive contributions to German growth. 

Germany and the Eurozone ended the year 2014 and began the year 2015 on a firming note according to confi-

dence indicators and hard data. Political troubles and the transition risks of cheap oil on its producers could still 

cause some wobbles, but trend growth rates by the summer look within reach. 
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CHINACHINACHINACHINA: MORE STIMULUS TO MANAGE GROWTH: MORE STIMULUS TO MANAGE GROWTH: MORE STIMULUS TO MANAGE GROWTH: MORE STIMULUS TO MANAGE GROWTH    

China again makes use of its ample stimulus ammunition to manage the gradual growth slowdown. The People’s 

Bank of China yesterday reduced the deposit rate by 50bp, which is expected to free up CNY600bn ($96bn) or 1% 

of 2014 nominal GDP of lending capacity for banks. With some further signs of economic softening at the start of 

the year and low inflation, Chinese authorities are giving another boost to growth. Chinese authorities may also 

have an eye on the currency as Japanese and European competitors currently benefit from lower exchange rates 

against the dollar, to which China has traditionally pegged the Yuan. Despite the move and potentially others to 

follow in the coming months, we expect Chinese growth to slow gradually and fall below 7% in 2016. 
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